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ALPIN

RX12 SL
explosive short-radius turns | 

precise edge grip | race-inspired 

sidecut

The RX12 SL has a race-inspired sidecut for nimble handling. The proven sandwich-sidewall construction, 

combined with Hollowtech 2.0 provides more dampness and better grip through short, fast turns.                                                         

With precise edge grip and explosive short turns, the RX12 SL is ideal for the piste purists out there. This 

is the go-to choice for skiers looking for a high-performance and lively on-piste ski with a short turning 

radius.

RX12 GS
powerful long radius turns | 

unrivalled stability at speed | race-

inspired sidecut

The RX12 GS has a race-inspired sidecut for nimble handling. The proven sandwich-sidewall construction, 

combined with Hollowtech 2.0 provides more dampness and better grip at high speeds.                                                               

The RX12 GS  is ideal for the piste puritsts out there with its precise edge grip for long, carving turns.The 

RX12 GS has a race-inspired sidecut for nimble handling. The proven sandwich-sidewall construction, 

combined with Hollowtech 2.0 provides more dampness and better grip at high speeds. 

The RX12 GS is ideal for the piste purists out there with its precise edge grip for big, long, carving turns.
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The versatile PX piste models are designed for advanced 

skiers looking for a lively yet balanced carving ski with 

outstanding edge grip.  PX71

P
is

te versatile carving ski | dynamically 

balanced on-piste performance

The versatile PX71 delivers lively and playful fun on the groomers. The carbon reinforced sandwich-

sidewall construction with Hollowtech 3.0 and premium wood core guarantees superior dampness and 

edge grip, even at high speeds. 

This is a carving ski for advanced skiers: When it comes to lively yet balanced piste performance, it’s hard 

to beat.

DX73 solid piste ski | lively yet forgiving 

The DX73 is a piste-focused ski with sandwich-sidewall construction. It combines energetic performance 

with forgiving handling like no other ski in the Kästle stable.

This is the perfect ski for skiers who like to keep things simple and easy-going — for effortless control and 

effortless carving.

DX85
solid all-mountain ski | lively yet 

forgiving

The DX85 with sandwich-sidewall construction is an all-mountain ski. It offers a solid ride and combines 

energetic performance with forgiving handling, like no other ski in the Kästle stable.

The perfect ski for skiers who enjoy effortless and consistent skiing in all conditions.

DX73 (w)
reliable piste ski | lighter and more 

responsive | optimized for women

The DX73 (w) from the Vogue women’s line brings together all the benefits of a Kästle piste ski but 

tailored to female riders: It is lighter, more responsive and the binding mount points are women specific. 

Women skiers will love the effortless on-piste handling and bomber dependability of this ski.

DX85 (w)
reliable all-mountain ski | lighter 

and more responsive | optimized 

for women

The DX85 (w) from the Vogue women’s line brings together all the benefits of a Kästle all-mountain ski 

but tailored to female riders: It is lighter, more responsive and the binding mount points are women 

specific. 

Women skiers will love the effortless front and backside handling of this ski and its bomber dependability.

FX96 (w)

reliable freeride ski | more 

responsive and better float | the 

new benchmark for innovation | 

optimized for women

The FX96 (w) from the Vogue women’s line with TRI technology and Hollowtech 3.0 brings together all 

the benefits of a Kästle freeride ski, but tailored to female riders: It is lighter, more responsive and the 

binding mount points are women specific. 

Women skiers will love the transfer of power in the backcountry that makes this ski easy to handle and 

super dependable.

MX67
lively piste ski | stability and edge 

grip | the benchmark for all-

mountain performance

With a new, innovative sidecut, Hollowtech 2.0 and race-inspired sandwich construction, the MX67 is the 

most agile on-piste ski within the KÄSTLE MX line. 

This is a piste-focused all-mountain ski, with unbeatable dampness and precision.

MX74
powerful piste ski | stability and 

edge grip | the benchmark for all-

mountain performance

With a new, innovative sidecut, Hollowtech 2.0 and race-inspired sandwich construction, the MX74 is the 

most powerful all-mountain ski in the KÄSTLE MX line. 

This is a versatile frontside ski that doesn't shy away from the sidecountry and always delivers supreme 

dampness and precision.

MX84
versatile | powerful | stability and 

edge grip | the benchmark for all-

mountain performance

With a new, innovative sidecut, Hollowtech 2.0 and a race-inspired sandwich construction, the MX84 is 

the coveted classic within KÄSTLE's all-mountain line.                                                                                                     

This is a versatile frontside ski, with a proven track record of tackling demanding backcountry terrain with 

the utmost precision.

MX89

hard-charging | powerful | 

stability and edge grip | the 

benchmark for all-mountain 

performance

With a new innovative sidecut, Hollowtech 2.0 and a race-inspired sandwich construction, the MX89 is 

the ideal all-mountain, all-condition ski.                                                                      

This all-rounder is at home on hardpack and in mixed terrain and pumps out maximum performance and 

stability.

MX99
front and backcountry | stability 

and edge grip | the benchmark for 

all-mountain performance

With a new, innovative sidecut, EARLY RISE technology, Hollowtech 2.0 and a race-inspired sandwich 

construction with carbon layers, the MX99 is the all-mountain ski that excels off-piste.

From piste to powder, this all-rounder pumps out maximum performance and stability.

FX86
versatile all-terrain performance at 

minimal weight | the new 

benchmark for innovation 

The FX86 is a true all-rounder. The 3D shape, triple wood core and carbon-fibreglass wrapped core of the 

lightweight TRI technology results in maximum transfer of power, stability and perfect float. Combined 

with Hollowtech 3.0, this ski raises the bar in terms of minimised weight and maximised downhill 

performance.

FX96 HP

unprecedented all-terrain freeride 

performance at minimal weight | 

the new benchmark for innovation 

| HP - carbon-fibreglass sleeve

The FX96 loves to dabble in freeride freedom, and when teamed up with the FREETOUR 12 2.0 binding is 

also designed to be used as a touring ski. The 3D shape, triple wood core and carbon-fibreglass wrapped 

core of the lightweight TRI technology results in maximum transfer of power, stability and perfect float. 

Combined with Hollowtech 3.0 this ski raises the bar in terms of minimised weight and maximised 

downhill performance.

The HP in the name stands for high performance. And the FX96 HP certainly lives up to its name, whether 

it’s challenging backcountry or big fat turns on corduroy. For a one-ski quiver, this ski is hard to beat.

FX106 HP

unprecedented freeride 

performance at minimal weight | 

the new benchmark for innovation 

| HP - carbon-fibreglass sleeve

The FX106 HP is made for the backcountry and when teamed up with the FREETOUR 12 2.0 binding is also 

designed to be used as a touring ski. The 3D shape, triple wood core and carbon-fibreglass wrapped core 

of the lightweight TRI technology results in maximum transfer of power, stability and perfect float. 

Combined with Hollowtech 3.0 this ski raises the bar in terms of minimised weight and maximised 

downhill performance. 

With the FX106 HP, epic lines and big drops are a breeze for Freeride World Tour Champion Lorraine 

Huber. This HP (high performance) ski is the weapon of choice for pros like Lorraine, from the first lift 

right through to the last ride of the day.

FX116
ultimate float at minimal weight | 

the new benchmark for innovation 

The FX116 is built for pow! The 3D shape, triple wood core and carbon-fibreglass wrapped core of the 

lightweight TRI technology results in maximum transfer of power, stability and perfect float. Combined 

with Hollowtech 3.0 this ski raises the bar in terms of minimised weight and maximised downhill 

performance.

With the FX116, epic lines and big drops are a breeze for pro rider Griffin Post. These are the weapon of 

choice for riders like Griffin, from the first heli drop right through to the last line of the day.
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The FX models are built for the ultimate freeride experience. 

The 3D shape, triple wood core and carbon-fibreglass 

wrapped core of the lightweight TRI technology results in 

maximum transfer of power, stability and perfect float. 

Paired with Hollowtech 3.0 these skis raise the bar in terms 

of minimised weight and maximised downhill performance.
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M
X The MX line has been KÄSTLE’s top-selling, legendary line of 

skis for over 10 years. These powerful skis excel in terms of 

stability and edge grip and are built as a classic sandwich-

sidewall ski for all-mountain performance.
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The Vogue line is specially designed for women, with 

lightweight piste, all-mountain and freeride models that 

churn out fun performance on any terrain.

The flex and binding mount points are optimised for women 

and guarantee easy handling and solid dependability, 

whatever the mountain throws at you.
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The new DX models are dynamic yet smooth. These all-

mountain piste models are forgiving without compromising 

on Kästle’s usual high standards of performance.

Kästle Line up 2019/2020
As at: 25.06.2019
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A race-inspired sidecut and nimble handling give the RX12 

even more rebound on the groomers for explosive tight 

turns (SL) and long big-radius turns (GS). With precise edge 

grip and next-level stability, this ski is built for fun.
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TX65 HP

designed for the SkiMo World Cup 

| lightweight

with unrivalled downhill 

performance | HP – two carbon 

sheets

for maximum stability

The innovative carbon construction with FAST GRIP SHOVEL and Hollowtech 2.0 makes the TX65 HP a real 

race ski, with downhill performance that’s unbeatable. And it weighs in at just 690 g.* 

This is a lightweight ski for fast ascents without any compromise on stability or downhill performance. A 

ski designed for the Ski Mountaineering World Cup.

*Slight variations in weight may occur

TX82
lively and stable | lightweight with 

unrivalled downhill performance

The innovative carbon construction with EARLY RISE technology and Hollowtech 2.0 make the TX82 the 

liveliest touring ski in the KÄSTLE line, with unbeatable downhill performance at minimal weight.

This is a lightweight ski for relaxed ascents and a lively, high-performance downhill experience. Ideal for 

changeable conditions – throughout the day or throughout the entire ski season.

TX90
the full touring experience | 

lightweight with unrivalled 

downhill performance

The innovative carbon construction with DUAL RISE technology and Hollowtech 2.0 result in relaxed 

ascents and playful descents. The TX90's unbeatable downhill performance with minimal weight makes it 

the most versatile touring ski in the KÄSTLE line.                                                                 

The perfect all-rounder for backcountry skiers who enjoy the ascent just as much as the descent. The 

build and the medium-width design are perfectly pitched to make your touring day a truly unforgettable 

experience – from the ascent through to the gnarly terrain on the way down.

TX98
relaxed ascents and playful 

descents | lightweight with 

unrivalled downhill performance

The innovative carbon construction with DUAL RISE technology and Hollowtech 2.0 ensure playful 

descents in powder. The TX98 has unbeatable downhill performance in an optimized lightweight build. 

This ski is ideal for ambitious backcountry skiers focused on discovering untracked powder. Ascents are 

virtually effortless due to the pared-down weight and the float on the downhill will have you grinning all 

day long.
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The KX line is for the world champions of tomorrow, with 

zero compromise on Kästle quality.

Our little mascot “Holly” makes their first experience fun 

from the get-go.

KX66 K
id

s high-quality children's ski with 

"Holly" design | for the chargers of 

tomorrow

Fun and premium quality – wrapped in one child-friendly package. The KX66, built around a natural wood 

core with Hollowtech 2.0 and a robust base, is a full-blown Kästle ski for children.

Our little mascot “Holly’s” ears make their first turns fun, right from the start, so they’ll be keen to keep 

practising. Holly’s ears are intuitively held parallel and also help them come to a stop more easily.

JX67
high-quality junior ski | athletic 

and responsive | for the chargers 

of tomorrow

Fun and premium quality wrapped in one. The JX67, built around a natural wood core with Hollowtech 

2.0 and a robust base, is a full-blown Kästle ski for youngsters. 

The JX67 has more advanced junior skiers rocking the groomers and acing the kickers in no time.

JX68

high-quality junior carving ski | 

high-performance sandwich 

construction | for the chargers of 

tomorrow

The JX68, built around a top-quality wood core with proven sandwich-sidewall construction and 

Hollowtech 2.0 is a full-blown Kästle ski for little racers – or soon-to-be racers.

This ski is designed for younger skiers who are already proficient and want a more lively ski with precision 

edge grip for carving. It is stable through fast turns and will see them quickly up their game through the 

race gates.
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4-dimension tailoring: terrain 

preference, skiing ability, body 

measurement and design style

The individual tailoring approach of the iD4 ski concept, available from select premium Kästle retailers, is 

based on four specific factors: terrain preference, skiing ability, body measurements and design style.

Our special ski fitting terminal uses an App to gather the client’s data and our Kästle algorithm then 

applies 90 years of ski manufacturing knowledge to calculate the optimal ski for that person’s needs. The 

iD4, including the client’s preferred design and signature option, is then ready to collect from the 

premium Kästle retailer in just 5 working days.

*Only available in the Alpine region

SCALA

P
is

te elegant piste carving ski | lively 

and light

The SCALA is a forgiving piste ski for playful, carving turns. The steel rim that runs round the ski's top 

circumference protects the elaborate carbon construction and the exquisite wood/carbon surface and 

adds stability.

These are on-piste carving skis for the discerning skier looking for a unique, limited edition ski, with all the 

Kästle performance you've come to expect at high speeds.

PROTO
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elegant all-mountain carver | lively 

and light

The PROTO is a forgiving, all-mountain ski for the piste and beyond. The steel rim that runs round the ski's 

top circumference protects the elaborate carbon construction and the exquisite wood/carbon surface 

and adds stability.

This ski is made for the discerning skier, looking for a unique, limited edition all-mountain ski. A balanced 

flex profile makes this ski supple and smooth off-piste and stable on the groomers.

SUPRA
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good backcountry float | playful 

descents | relaxed ascents

The SUPRA's EARLY RISE construction makes it perfectly suited to the backcountry. The steel rim that runs 

round the ski's top circumference protects the lightweight wood construction and the exquisite carbon 

surface and adds stability.

Made for the discerning skier looking for a unique, limited edition ski to take beyond the resort that 

excels at playful descents and relaxed ascents.
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RX10

developed for World Cup athletes 

| high-performance hand grind | 

stable, yet extremely lightweight | 

unrivalled glide and tracking

With the RX10, we are taking real competition skis into series production for the first time ever. A carbon-

reinforced honeycomb core and Hollowtech 2.0 technology result in perfectly balanced skis. Precise 

camber tensioning, combined with a hand finish, guarantee highly efficient forward movement and 

unbeatable glide performance.

Unbeatable performance, maximum transfer of power and precision for World Cup athletes and keen 

cross-country skiers looking for speed.

RX10 JR

developed for World Cup athletes 

| high-performance hand grind | 

stable, yet extremely lightweight | 

unrivalled glide and tracking

With the RX10 JUNIOR, we are bringing World Cup performance into the junior sector. A carbon-

reinforced honeycomb core and Hollowtech 2.0 technology result in perfectly balanced skis. Precise 

camber tensioning, combined with a hand finish, guarantee highly efficient forward movement and 

unbeatable glide performance.

Unbeatable performance, maximum transfer of power and precision for club squads and keen youngsters 

looking for speed.

Classic addition:

The skin version with 100% mohair skin in the kick zone ensures good grip even on hardpacked, smooth 

snow, yet lends the ski smoother and more silent glide performance than any other fish scale cross-

country ski.

With the RX10 CLASSIC JUNIOR SKIN there is no need for previous experience with wax, making it the 

ideal choice for easy handling in all conditions.

XP20
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lightweight long-distance ski | 

precise control with optimum 

power transmission | narrow 

sidecut for optimised glide

The narrow XP20 is very lightweight and offers excellent transfer of power. The carbon-reinforced 

honeycomb construction and Hollowtech 2.0 create a perfectly balanced ski. 

The XP20 really excels at high speed and over long distances. It is robust, offers precise control and the 

glide performance will suit more energetic skiers.

Classic addition:

The skin version with 100% mohair skin in the kick zone ensures good grip even on hardpacked, smooth 

snow, yet lends the ski smoother and more silent glide performance than any other fish scale cross-

country ski. 

For the XP20 CLASSIC SKIN version, there is no need for previous experience with wax, making it the ideal 

choice for easy handling in all conditions.
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The models in the XP line stand for high performance and 

optimised glide. Carbon-reinforced construction and 

unparalleled Kästle quality result in outstanding performance 

at minimal weight and maximum versatility. 
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The lightweight RX models represent Kästle’s comeback onto 

the cross-country scene making World Cup performance 

accessible to everyone. We are the first to bring real 

competition skis into series production, offering 

performance that’s unbeatable.
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90 years of ski manufacturing knowledge is ploughed into 

these unique, limited edition models. Making these 

lightweight premium carving skis involves lovingly 

assembling 30 individual elements by hand in our Hohenems 

factory. 

We’ve named them SCALA, PROTO and SUPRA – after Kästle 

models of yesteryear. 

A patented steel rim runs around the top circumference to 

protect the aluminium topsheet of these one-of-a-kind skis.
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Kästle’s top-quality junior skis are for ambitious kids who like 

to rip on the piste, in the backcountry or through the gates. 

When they’re having fun, they’re learning without even 

realising.
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The TX models are some of the lightest touring skis on the 

market. Freeride-inspired sidecuts are teamed with an ultra-

light and stable carbon construction. These lightweight 

touring skis with unbeatable downhill performance enhance 

the touring experience with smooth, relaxed ascents and 

playful descents.



XP30

versatile | wider sidecut for more 

comfort | carbon reinforced | 

sintered graphite base for faster 

glide

The versatile XP30 is slightly wider for more comfort when skiing or training. The carbon-reinforced wood 

construction in lightweight paulownia, and the Hollowtech 2.0 technology for reduced weight result in a 

perfectly balanced ski.

The sintered graphite base makes it robust and lends it good glide performance.

Classic addition:

The skin version with mohair-blend skin in the kick zone ensures good grip even on hardpacked, smooth 

snow, yet lends the ski smoother and more silent glide performance than any other fish scale cross-

country ski. 

For the XP30 CLASSIC SKIN version, there is no need for previous experience with wax, making it the ideal 

choice for easy handling in all conditions.

XP30 JR

versatile | wider sidecut for more 

comfort | carbon reinforced | 

sintered graphite base for faster 

glide

The versatile XP30 JUNIOR is slightly wider for more comfort when skiing or training. The carbon-

reinforced wood construction in lightweight paulownia combined with the Hollowtech 2.0 technology for 

reduced weight results in a perfectly balanced ski.

The sintered graphite base makes it robust and lends it good glide performance for younger skiers.

Classic addition:

The skin version with mohair-blend skin in the kick zone ensures good grip even on hardpacked, smooth 

snow, yet lends the ski smoother and more silent glide performance than any other fish scale cross-

country ski. 

For the XP30 CLASSIC JUNIOR SKIN version, there is no need for previous experience with wax, making it 

the ideal choice for easy handling in all conditions.
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The models in the XP line stand for high performance and 

optimised glide. Carbon-reinforced construction and 

unparalleled Kästle quality result in outstanding performance 

at minimal weight and maximum versatility. 
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